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On the theory of P尚早ain Carakasarμhita 
Ta討unNAGATOMO
In the view of Carakasarμhita (CS), vayu (or pral)a) does not mean the ten ordinary 
organs and the Brahman itself, it consists of pra早a,udana, samana, ap匂aand vyana. And it 
brings the object perceived by the five sense organs and the manas to the atman. So internal 
organs like the manas and the buddhi, have in common the function vayu (or p尚早a).The 
internal organs are connected to the five sense organs by this function. The vayu (or pr拘a)
also plays an important role in the maintenance of the body and al the sense organs. It 
conserves good health, improves strength and complexion, luster, growth, and contributes to 
the attainment of knowledge and longevity. Outside the body, it brings about compactness and 
movement among the sun, moon, stars and planets, while sustaining the earth. 
In the view of the two commentaries on Sati.khyakarika, that are Sati.khyatattvakaumdI 
(TK) and Gaudapadabha号ya(GBh), present a view that recognizes two classes of sense-
organs, i.e., the external ones and the internal ones. The external organs are the five sense 
organs and the internal organs are manas, ahati.kara, buddhi. These internal organs have in 
common the function pr8.l)a. The internal organs are connected to the five sense organs by 
this function. And the pr匂aplays an important role in the maintenance of the body and al 
the sense organs. 
In the theory of the Sati.karabha~ya (SBh），釘白kara'scommentary on Brahmasutra, vayu 
(or pr詞a)has three meanings, namely, the ten ordinary organs, the internal five winds and 
the god of wind. Vayu comes into the Self and divides into five parts. Each of which has a 
special qualit予Theseparts are sometimes individually called p尚早a,udana, samana, ap匂a
and vyana depending on their organic function but sometimes 、pral)a'is used as a general 
term for al five parts. And these five Vayu (or pral)a) aren’t the function of the internal 
organs like manas and buddhi. When pr匂agoes out of the Self, the body and al the sense 
organs become weak. 
According to the above investigation, it can be maintained that there is some difference 
among these three schools. In the CS, vayu (or pral)a) brings about cohesiveness and 
movement among sun, moon, stars and planet, while sustaining the earth. However these 
other schools, have no mention of the relationship between vayu (or pral)a) and the natural 
phenomenon like the sun and earth. But in the view of the SBh, Vayu sometimes means the 
Brahman. The Brahman can bring about cohesiveness and movement among sun and planet. 
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